UAV: Warnings from Multiple Automated Static Analysis Tools at a Glance
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Abstract—Automated Static Analysis Tools (ASATs) are an integral part of today’s software quality assurance practices. At present, a plethora of ASATs exist, each with different strengths. However, there is little guidance for developers on which of these ASATs to choose and combine for a project. As a result, many projects still only employ one ASAT with practically no customization. With UAV, the Unified ASAT Visualizer, we created an intuitive visualization that enables developers, researchers, and tool creators to compare the complementary strengths and overlaps of different Java ASATs. UAV’s enriched treemap and source code views provide its users with a seamless exploration of the warning distribution from a high-level overview down to the source code. We have evaluated our UAV prototype in a user study with ten second-year Computer Science (CS) students, a visualization expert and tested it on large Java repositories with several thousands of PMD, FindBugs, and Checkstyle warnings. Project Website: https://clintoncao.github.io/uav/

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated Static Analysis Tools (ASATs) analyze source or binary code without observing its run time behavior [1]. ASATs have become an integral part of today’s software quality assurance practices, reflected by the increased uptake of new ASATs such as Google’s Error Prone1 or Facebook’s Infer.2 In addition to the well-known standalone ASATs like FindBugs, Checkstyle, or PMD [1], recently, new cloud services like CodeClimate3 have emerged. They try to provide a better integration of ASATs into the development process. As a result, at present, a plethora of ASATs exist, each with different strengths and many different warning typologies.

However, developers have little guidance which ASATs to choose and combine for a project. Developers lack a tool that allows them to explore which warnings a certain ASAT emits where in the project, and whether there are overlaps with existing ASATs. Currently, developers and researchers can only run ASATs individually and then compare their output, which is both tedious and leaves many features to be desired. As a result, many projects still only employ one ASAT with practically no customization and never explore the possibility of combining multiple ASATs to their benefit [1].

To address this issue, we have created UAV, the Unified ASAT visualizer. UAV can run multiple ASATs and facilitates comparing them by unifying their different warning typologies and representing all warnings in one interactive treemap visualization. For researchers, UAV offers a flexible means to analyze the different types of warnings generated by multiple ASATs. For software developers, our tool gives insight into the warning distribution in their Java projects. After locating a specific class full of warnings, developers can seamlessly navigate to the source code view where the relevant warnings will be highlighted. UAV can also support ASAT tool creators themselves by helping them sharpen the focus of their tools: They can compare the warning types their tool detects to its competition and thus differentiate themselves better. In the remainder of this paper, we describe UAV from an end-user as well as a technical perspective.

II. USER STORY

Bob and his team of software engineers at XYZ Inc. are developing a revolutionary new search website. They decided to use multiple ASATs to ensure a basic level of code quality, including Checkstyle and FindBugs. After a few weeks of development, Bob checks all warnings. To his surprise, the ASATs report a list of over a thousand warnings on the relatively new project. Bob wants to address the warnings in an efficient manner, but has no idea where to start. He is discouraged by the fact that he cannot get an overview of how the warnings are distributed across the system’s components. For example, warnings related to the search subsystem would take precedence over warnings in the user interface (UI) components of the new search website. Bob knows that working through the lengthy list of warnings one at a time will be extremely time-consuming, but sees no other option. Working through the list Bob repeatedly notices overlaps between warnings from different ASATs, albeit under slightly different names. For example, for the method AdvanceState, Checkstyle and FindBugs emit the overlapping warnings MethodName and NM_METHOD_NAMING_CONVENTION. Bob realizes that he is losing significant time on similar issues. Moreover, he has no way to exclude warnings which are irrelevant to his team. Bob wonders: Isn’t there a tool which provides me with …

- an overview of where in the system warnings are concentrated?
- an overview of warnings which have the highest priority?
- a way to filter irrelevant warnings?
- a way to filter overlaps in the warnings from multiple ASATs?
III. RELATED WORK

In this section, we give an overview of literature and tools that are related to UAV.

A. Literature

In recent work on the state of the art of ASATs [1], we introduced the General Defect Classification (GDC). The GDC is a topology that allows the categorization of warnings from different ASATs into a set of mutually shared categories. It forms the basis of UAV’s visualization.

Many ASATs differ in the type of defects they detect. However, even when tools focus on uncovering the same category of defect type, the variance in the concrete warnings they emit and their naming is still very large [1]. This indicates that using several ASATs has benefits over using a single ASAT. Using multiple ASATs can be time consuming, however, arbitraging a single warning can take up to eight minutes on average [2]. Moreover, ASATs generate about 40 warnings per 1,000 lines of code [3]. With UAV, developers and researchers can visually assess this rich and plentiful torrent of warnings for the potential benefits of combining multiple ASATs. It enables developers to make an informed decision on whether the added findings and their type justify the inclusion of another ASAT into their tool chain. Researchers have long performed comparative studies with multiple ASATs and other quality assurance techniques like code review, for example Wagner et al. in 2005 [4] and Panichella et al. in 2015 [5]. However, they lacked a tool that allows them to visually compare the location and defect types of different ASATs on concrete real-world projects. UAV closes this gap.

B. User Workflow

UAV offers a visual way of exploring which packages or classes are particularly affected by ASAT warnings. By contrast, existing research has tackled the problem of how to deal with a flood of warnings mainly by prioritizing them. Muske and Serebrenik give a comprehensive overview of the approaches that have been suggested so far [6].

To visualize data in a structured way, UAV uses treemaps on its package and class level views and an enriched source code view on individual files. Treemaps are a space-filling visualization method that can display large hierarchical collections of quantitative data intuitively [7]. This makes it ideally suited to present the nested structure of a typical Java project. UAV uses a modified treemap view to provide an intuitive high-level visualization of which warnings lie where in a project and a seamless switch to a source-level view to track warnings down to individual source code lines.

C. Tools

Apart from the plethora of individual ASATs available today, tools such as Teamscale [8], SonarQube [9] and CoverityScan [10] can collect and display the warnings of multiple ASATs, the first step of UAV. UAV goes further in that it also categorizes the warnings from the multiple tools into one mutual topology, GDC, and visualizes them. Alternatively, UAV displays the ASAT warnings originate from, down to the source code level. Existing tools lack these two capabilities.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first give an overview of the workflow for a user, then describe UAV’s architecture and inner workings, and conclude with a series of technical challenges.

A. Workflow

Figure 1 depicts the typical workflow of UAV. It begins with the user running maven site to produce the warning files of the ASATs ①. The user then indicates, in UAV’s UI ②, the source folder of the project to analyze. UAV gathers context data on the project and parses the generated ASAT warnings ③. Subsequently, it classifies and groups warnings ④ by applying the GDC ⑤ on them. Next, it writes out the result files for the visualizer ⑥. Finally, UAV opens the user’s web browser and runs the visualizer ⑦.
B. Architecture

Figure 2 depicts the two components UAV comprises. The ASATCollector gathers and interprets the output generated by running the supported ASATs via Maven. Because of its static and computation-intense nature, we have implemented the ASATCollector in Java 1.8. The ASATVisualizer, allows a user-interactive exploration of these warnings transferred from the ASATCollector. To emphasize platform independence, speed, and user interaction capabilities, we have implemented the visualizer in JavaScript to run in the user’s browser.

The ASATCollector first finds all warnings, along with their specific location in the project, and groups them together. Second, it determines the structure of a project. When one runs UAV, the ASATCollector will open up a JavaFX UI where the user can select the source folder of the project. Once selected, the parsers of the ASATCollector read the warning files generated by maven site for Checkstyle, FindBugs and PMD. We use jsoup to parse GDC’s ASAT mapping, specifying which ASAT warning to map to which common GDC category. The groupers summarize these warnings according to the read-in GDC. Simultaneously, the ASATCollector gathers information on the structure of the project by looking up all classes within each package, the path to each Java class file and the number of lines of code for each class and package. The last step is to write the collected warnings and data to a JavaScript file where it is stored in JSON format and transferred to the ASATVisualizer. The Gson library is used for the creation of JSON objects.

After it creates the output file, UAV opens the user’s default browser and shows the visualization. Moreover, users can share its light-weight output file and without having to distribute the visualization code. This also means that multiple users can analyze the produced warnings of the project without having to run the independent ASATs multiple times. The visualization itself is a ready-made template based on the Bootstrap framework using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. It only requires a JSON output file from the ASATCollector to display its information. In the ASATVisualizer, the treemap in the center of the visualization is implemented using D3.js, a popular JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data. We have chosen D3.js because of its interactive features and freedom of customization. This enabled us to implement the different filter options of the treemap in pure JavaScript. If the user clicks on a class in the treemap, UAV will seamlessly swap the treemap with the source code viewer. The source code viewer is built using the JavaScript library CodeMirror; we modified the syntax highlighting to show the warnings at the source code level with color-coding.

C. ASATVisualizer User Interface

In this section, we describe the two main UI components of UAV: Its treemap high-level package view depicted in Figure 3 and its source code-level view in Figure 4.

UAV’s visualization provides users with a large treemap showing the structure of the project (in Figure 3). The treemap can be navigated through by clicking on the desired block. Currently, the package ‘dagger.internal.codegen’ is highlighted. Next to the mouse cursor, UAV displays a pop-up with descriptive statistics about the highlighted package, such as its number of warnings per ASAT. The user could click on this package to zoom in on it. In the menu on the left users can select which ASATs to include in the visualization. They can adjust which metric the color of the classes are based on:

- ‘Normal’ shows the amount of warnings relative to other classes.
- ‘ASAT’ shows the distribution of which ASAT the warnings originate from.
- ‘Category’ shows the distribution of warnings according to which of the GDC categories (functional defects, maintainability defects, or other) they belong to.

When in ‘Normal’ color scale, users can also choose to base the intensity of the colors on the relative amount of warnings in each class or on an absolute scale (where pure green means no warnings and pure red means one warning per line). In the GDC panel on the right-hand side, the user can see the warning categories and toggle them on or off.

The user can navigate down from package level into class level view, and finally view a single class on code level, shown in Figure 4. UAV’s color-codes each line with a warning, see line 16. According to the setting of in Figure 3, the color can indicate which ASAT the warnings originate from or which category they belong to. In lines with multiple warnings, colors alternate, see line 5. It contains a warning about code structure, namely the import ‘java.io.IOException’ is not used. Both PMD and Checkstyle have reported this warning.

D. Challenges

We have encountered three major challenges during the development of UAV. Our first challenge was to find a way for UAV to run the ASATs. The initial solution was to use processbuilder from Java; it is possible to run commands via processbuilder to execute the ASATs. However, this solution required an executable of each ASAT, which restricts our users to one version of an ASAT and makes it difficult to update. Our alternate solution is to use Maven to produce the output files of the ASATs. For this solution there is no need to package third-party executables of ASATs together with UAV.

The solution for the first challenge, however, is a cause of the remaining two challenges: we had to find a way for UAV to run Maven and to gather all the output files of the ASATs. As Maven can be run as a standalone application, installed in the system, or incorporated in an integrated development environment (IDE), it is difficult to determine and support all three possible installation scenarios through UAV. Instead, we have therefore decided to let the user run Maven on their project before they use UAV.

Finding the warning files of ASATs is a straight-forward task as long as a project only contains one Maven configuration file. However, in many larger projects, each package has its own pom configuration file, which produces its own ASAT
outputs. Hence, before UAV can work on these, it must unify them into a single warning file per ASAT.

V. E VALUATION

In this section we report on initial evaluations of UAV on three real-world systems and a usability study with ten CS students.

A. Project Case Study

To evaluate whether UAV can be used on larger real-world projects, we tested it on two popular Java projects from GitHub, google/dagger (5,292 stars)\(^4\) and apache/curator (486 stars),\(^5\) and on itself (the Java part of UAV, ASATCollector\(^4\))

\(^4\)https://github.com/google/dagger
\(^5\)https://github.com/apache/curator

Fig. 3. High-level package view of UAV on the Dagger project.

Fig. 4. Code-level view of UAV with Checkstyle and PMD warnings.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>#Checkstyle warnings</th>
<th>#PMD warnings</th>
<th>#FindBugs warnings</th>
<th>Run time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>google/dagger</td>
<td>59,864</td>
<td>7,521</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix/curator</td>
<td>122,094</td>
<td>16,691</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>156s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>4,796</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Figure 2). For each project, we ran the tool ten times and calculated the average run time. We measured the run time from when the tool starts to gather all information of the user’s project to the point where the analyzer writes the output files for the ASATVisualizer. Table I shows descriptive statistics and the run time of our tool on each project.

An interesting result from comparing the tree projects was that the amount of warnings per tool depended on the project, their specific ASAT configuration. For example if many Checkstyle rules are removed or FindBugs is set to a lower rigidity, then the amount of warnings is visibly reduced in UAV. We could compare and observe the effect of modifying the project’s configurations via UAV’s “absolute” color scheme (see Section IV-C). Thus, UAV also provides insights in the development stage of software.

B. User Study

We invited ten second year computer science students and later a visualization expert (both with no prior knowledge of UAV) to participate in our usability testing. We placed them in front of a computer with UAV, accompanied by a list of questions, and a short explanation of the purpose of the tool. The testers could interact with the tool while answering questions related to its use. Questions like “Which package has the most warnings?” and “How many warnings in the project are about Code Structure?” helped us assess how intuitive to
use UAV was by measuring how many students delivered a correct answer. The last question was an open question where the testers were asked for further feedback. We replicate the list of all questions and the in-depth results of the usability evaluation in an online appendix [11].

Our results indicate that most testers understood the goal of the tool. At least 70% of respondents answered each question correctly. Based on incorrect answers and the feedback given in the evaluation, we could improve the tool in several ways. One such improvement is the backwards navigation bar. One of the testers said: “The back button on the top looks like you can go back to a specific folder instead of the previous folder.” This feature was initially designed to allow users to go one level up in the visualization of their project. After discussions within the team, we replaced the navigation feature with the current path to the file which the user is viewing. Moreover, we made each component of the path itself clickable. We could implement several more improvements in the UI and UAV’s usability. Later feedback from the visualization expert showed us that this made the navigation of the tool more intuitive [11].

VI. FUTURE WORK

In this section, we will describe possible improvements and extensions of UAV for future work.

Due to compatibility issues with the treemap visualization and the gradient color representation of D3.js, Chrome and Safari are the only supported browsers at this time. We plan to resolve the cosmetic problems with Firefox.

UAV’s visualization of nested packages could be improved. It currently does not show the nested relationship of sub-packages, but rather includes them on the top-level of the treemap. Implementing this feature would allow UAV to handle more hierarchically complex projects.

The current UAV prototype supports three Java ASATs. A natural improvement would be adding more ASATs to broaden the selection of tools that can be compared by including tools such as Google’s Error Prone. The ASATCollector facilitates adding new ASATs thanks to its modular structure. We would only need to change the UI of the ASATVisualizer to handle the visualization of additional tools. Supporting more tools and programming languages would also lift UAV’s status of a prototype.

A promising avenue of future work would be the integration of UAV with GitHub and Travis CI, a cloud service that automatically builds GitHub projects. Similar to CodeClimate, a new commit on GitHub could trigger the execution of Maven on Travis CI, store the ASAT warnings as build artifacts, and UAV in the cloud would collect these artifacts and generate a JSON file for the visualization. The existing visualization implementation of UAV lends itself toward such hosting in the cloud, since it is based on a web-stack and would only require the relatively light-weight visualization file.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present UAV, a tool that provides an intuitive way to compare multiple ASATs. UAV makes the following key contributions:

- A novel structured, interactive visualization that allows for comparison between multiple ASATs.
- Configuration options to switch the visualization between the amount of warnings per ASAT, package, class and GDC defect type.
- A basic framework that can be expanded to include more ASATs and comparison methods as well as additional features.
- A clear overview of warnings from different ASATs in large real-world software projects.

In our first evaluation, our UAV prototype has demonstrated its capability of visualizing warnings by clearly representing multiple Java projects of different project sizes and ASAT warning densities. Users of our tool have a more coherent view of the types and locations of warnings as indicated by different ASATs. Our vision is that one day, anyone who uses code analysis can input their preferences, and UAV will combine different ASATs to output a result that best suits their needs.
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